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This last year certainly saw a lot of changes  !!

Firstly, Riva Valley Club (RVC) embarked on a major range upgrade for the KZN Open in 
April 2019. This included five brand-new automated traps in the UT and both ATA ranges 
(including automated voice releases for both ATA ranges) and a wireless skeet range. 
Rob Ross is thanked for taking the lead with this major project !  Regrettably, RVC was 
closed in July and the landlord is thanked for hosting the club for 19 years. 

With the closing of RVC, Eston Clay Target Club (ECTC) was approached to build new 
standard discipline ranges, namely a Skeet, Trap and Universal Trench range. As KZN is 
hosting the KZN Standards Open Championship in March 2020, as well as the Chairman’s
Cup in November, the ECTC committee made the decision to go for it and get the job 
done ! The negotiations with RVC went well and the majority of the infrastructure (in terms 
of traps/voice releases etc.), as well as other assets were donated to ECTC in return for a 
year’s free membership for RVC members. 

Earth works started in late September and were finished before Christmas. Building 
started just after Christmas and is now completed bar a few minor finishing touches still to 
be done. All the ranges are seeded with grass and hopefully some rain will get it growing 
nicely. The clay trap guru Tim Swanton came down from Pretoria at the beginning of 
February to install and wire up all the machines, now completed after a full week of hard 
work ! 

All told, ECTC will have outlaid in the region of R280 000 by the time they are finished, but
the committee felt that it was the right thing to do and that the fruits of this labour will 
benefit all KZN clay target shooters, in many direct, and indirect, ways. A very big thanks 
must go out to all the ECTC committee members who all worked together to complete this 
major development ! A special thanks also to the Chairman Murray Raw who convinced 
the mother club to allow this development.

The ranges are open for shooting and shooters are encouraged to come and support this 
brilliant “new” KZN club ! On that note, the KZN EXCO welcomes Kim Keyser as the new 
ECTC Chairman. I am sure he is up to the challenge of overseeing the hosting of all KZN 
shooting events in 2020.

In other news, Impala Sport Shooting Club has upgraded their website (see 
www.impalashootingclub.co.za/) and is  currently the only KZN registered club with its own
website, well done ! The KZN training initiative continued and Eddy van den Berg and 
James Wood held a successful clinic on the importance of patterning your shotgun which 
was attended by 10 people. Thank you to both for organizing this clinic !

This is my last provincial report and Clive Coulthard is thanked for his input ! Reflecting 
back on the last five years, I do believe that the province and its shooters have developed 
and improved. We have new blood wanting to obtain thir provincial colours. 
Communication channels are such that our shooters are better informed (Facebook and 
Whatsapp groups), therefore wanting to get a bit more involved. We have established a 
good relationship with the KZN Hunting, Shooting & Conservation Association, recruiting 
new shooters, and are benefitting from their generous marketing of our events. 



Hopefully all of above will provide a foundation for the “new” KZN club (ECTC) to florish 
and to leap from strength to strength in the future.

Finally, I would like to say that it was a pleasure to be able to serve on the KZN EXCO in 
the interest of the sport. Thank you to all EXCO members for your support, guidance and 
advice over the last five years. It was a great team effort ! I would also like to thank the 
CTSASA’s EXCO members and the Executive Officer for their support (and some robust 
discussions - in the boardroom and on the range).

See you on the range !

Sabine Wintner

Chairperson KZNCTSA  8 February 2020


